Chondrules may have played a critical role in the earliest stages of planet formation by mediating the accumulation of dust into planetesimals. However, the origin of chondrules and their significance for planetesimal accretion remain enigmatic. Here, we show that chondrules and matrix in the carbonaceous chondrite Allende have complementary 183 W anomalies resulting from the uneven distribution of presolar, stellar-derived dust. These data refute an origin of chondrules in protoplanetary collisions and, instead, indicate that chondrules and matrix formed together from a common reservoir of solar nebula dust. Because bulk Allende exhibits no 183 W anomaly, chondrules and matrix must have accreted rapidly to their parent body, implying that the majority of chondrules from a given chondrite group formed in a narrow time interval. Based on Hf-W chronometry on Allende chondrules and matrix, this event occurred ∼2 million years after formation of the first solids, about coeval to chondrule formation in ordinary chondrites.
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Hf-W chronometry | nucleosynthetic anomalies | chondrule formation | complementarity | planetesimal accretion P lanet formation is thought to have occurred in stages and involved the collisional growth of kilometer-sized planetesimals to bodies of ever increasing size. However, the first step of planet formation-the initial accumulation of dust into planetesimals-is poorly understood (1, 2) . This process can be investigated by studying chondrites, primitive meteorites derived from small bodies that never melted and differentiated. As such, chondrites preserve a record of the physical and chemical processes that affected solid material in the early solar nebula, ultimately leading to the accretion of dust to planetesimals (3). The two major constituents of chondrites are chondrules-microto millimeter-sized once-molten silicate spherules-and volatilerich, fine-grained matrix. Understanding the formation of these two components is key for constraining the origin of chondrites, which in turn may help to identify the processes that led to the accumulation of solar nebula dust into planetesimals. However, the origin of chondrules remains poorly understood, and a wide range of possible formation mechanisms has been proposed: (i) chondrules may have formed through collisions between protoplanetary bodies (4-6); (ii) chondrules may have formed near the Sun and were then transported outward by protostellar jets (7); and (iii) chondrules may have formed through more localized melting events of nebular dust caused by shock waves (8, 9) or current sheets (10) . Although many recent models argue for an impact origin of chondrules (4) (5) (6) , the observation that chondrules and matrix from carbonaceous chondrites are chemically complementary lends strong support to an origin of both components from a single reservoir of nebular dust (11) (12) (13) . However, the significance of this chemical chondrule-matrix complementarity and whether it can distinguish between a nebular or impact origin of chondrules is debated (6). Thus, not only is the origin of chondrules poorly understood, their importance for making planetesimals is also unclear. Whereas in impact models chondrules formed as a result of the collision of preexisting bodies and, therefore, are only a byproduct of planetary accretion (4-6), a solar nebula origin of chondrules would imply a strong link between chondrule formation and planetesimal accretion (1, 3).
A further complicating factor for constraining the origin of chondrules is that their chronology is not well understood. Although several precise ages for individual chondrules are available (Fig. S1) , it remains debated as to whether chondrules from a given chondrite group formed in a narrow time interval or over an extended period lasting several million years (Ma). For instance, precise Pb-Pb ages for individual chondrules from CV3 carbonaceous chondrites range from ∼0 to ∼3 Ma after formation of Ca-Al-rich inclusions (CAIs), seemingly indicating that chondrules from a given chondrite group formed over a period of at least ∼3 Ma (14) . However, such a prolonged interval of chondrule formation is inconsistent with the distinct chemical and physical properties of chondrules from a given chondrite group, which seem to require formation of chondrules in a narrow time interval (3) . On this basis, some have argued that the range in chondrule ages does not reflect real differences in formation times but at least in part is attributable to parent body alteration (15) . Thus, although precise ages for individual chondrules are available, the timescales over which chondrules formed and the significance of the chondrule ages are unclear.
Here, we address these issues using high-precision W isotope measurements on chondrules and matrix separated from the Allende CV3 chondrite. Tungsten isotopes are well suited for constraining the age and origin of chondrules, because W isotope variations may arise (i) through the decay of short-lived 182 Hf to 182 W (half-life = 8.9 Ma), resulting in radiogenic 182 W variations (16) , and (ii) through the heterogeneous distribution of the distinct products from the slow (s-process) and rapid (r-process) neutron capture processes, resulting in nucleosynthetic W isotope anomalies (17) . Thus, W isotopes can be used not only to date chondrules but also to assess potential genetic links between distinct chondrite components. For instance, a previous study has
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The origin of chondrules-millimeter-sized silicate-rich spherules that dominate the most primitive meteorites, the chondrites-is a long-standing puzzle in cosmochemistry. Here, we present isotopic evidence that chondrules and matrix from the Allende chondrite contain different and complementary proportions of presolar matter, indicating that chondrules and matrix formed together from a single reservoir of solar nebula dust. This finding rules out formation of chondrules in protoplanetary impacts and demonstrates that chondrules are the product of localized melting events in the solar protoplanetary disk. Moreover, the isotopic complementarity of chondrules and matrix requires that chondrules formed in a narrow time interval and were rapidly accreted to a parent body, implying that chondrule formation was a critical step toward forming planetesimals.
Author contributions: G.B. and T.K. designed research; G.B. performed research; G.B., T.K., T.S.K., C.B., and K.M. analyzed data; and G.B., T.K., T.S.K., C.B., and K.M. wrote the paper. W variations combined with the presence of analytical artifacts makes it difficult to use these data to constrain genetic links between chondrules and matrix. In addition, the presence of nucleosynthetic W isotope anomalies renders precise Hf-W dating of chondrules difficult, resulting in a large uncertainty of ∼3 Ma for the Hf-W age of CV3 chondrules reported in an earlier study (18) . Thus, overall, the magnitude and origin of W isotope anomalies in chondrite components is unclear, and, therefore, the significance of these anomalies for understanding genetic links between these components as well as the mechanisms and timing of chondrule formation has yet to be realized. To address these issues, we used high-precision W isotope measurements on large samples of chondrules and matrix from the Allende chondrite (Table S1) .
Results
We obtained Hf-W data for three matrix and six chondrule separates as well as for two bulk powders from the Allende chondrite (Supporting Information). (Fig. 3A and  Fig. S5 ). These slopes compare well with the range of values calculated from various s-process nucleosynthesis models (17) and with data for presolar SiC grains (21) (Fig. 3 and Fig. S5) . Thus, the observed nonradiogenic W isotope variations are attributable to the preferential incorporation of an s-process carrier into matrix over chondrules (see the Supporting Information for more details about possible carrier phases).
After correction for nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies, chondrules and matrix plot on a single Hf-W isochron, whose slope corresponds to an initial (22) , meaning that the observed 182 W variations, after correction for nucleosynthetic effects, can be used to date chondrule formation.
Discussion
The complementary W isotopic signatures of chondrules and matrix were most likely established during chondrule formation and as such provide critical new insights into possible chondrule formation mechanisms and the timescales of chondrule formation. Prior studies have shown that acid digestion of primitive meteorites does not always lead to complete dissolution of all presolar grains, ultimately affecting measured isotopic compositions (23, 24) . For instance, because presolar SiC grains are strongly enriched in s-process nuclides (25) and are extremely acid-resistant, a measured s-process deficit could reflect the incomplete acid dissolution of s-process-enriched SiC grains (23 (20) . Bulk Allende is shown for comparison and was not included in the isochron regressions ( Table S4 ). Note that the isochron cannot be a mixing line between two distinct end-members (Fig. S2 ).
anomaly as measured here for matrix-enriched samples (17) , indicating that the potential exclusion of such acid-resistant material could not result in the isotope anomalies measured for the matrix samples. The e 183 W anomalies are also unlikely to be the result of parent body processes, because such processes tend to decrease and not increase the magnitude of nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies (26) , as is evident from the only small-toabsent nucleosynthetic W isotope anomalies measured for acid leachates of Allende (17) . Moreover, there is no reason why, as a result of parent body processes, isotopically anomalous W released from presolar grains in the matrix should be preferentially transferred to chondrules and not distributed throughout the entire chondrite. Finally, parent body processes would have affected both CAIs and chondrules, and yet both show nucleosynthetic W isotope anomalies of different origins (see the Supporting Information for details) and plot on distinct Hf-W isochrons (Fig. 2B) , indicating that the Hf-W isotope systematics remained undisturbed. Thus, we conclude that the complementary W isotopic signatures observed for chondrules and matrix are not the result of parent body processes but are genuine features of these two components established during chondrule formation.
The presence of complementary nucleosynthetic e 183 W anomalies in chondrules and matrix combined with the nearhomogeneous e 183 W of bulk meteorites and inner solar system planets ( Fig. 1) has far-reaching implications for understanding the origin of chondrules. First, these data rule out formation of chondrules as a result of protoplanetary impacts. Because bulk meteorites and inner solar system planets have no or only small e 183 W anomalies (Fig. 1) , any two planetary bodies that would have collided to produce chondrules also had no significant e 183 W anomaly. Consequently, chondrules could not have been formed from the "splashes" of melt produced by the collisions of molten bodies (6) , because the melt droplets would have had no e 183 W anomaly. Likewise, chondrules also could not have been formed by jetting during protoplanetary impacts (5), where nearsurface material is melted and ejected. In this model, the matrix would consist of the unmelted dust ejected together with the melt that became chondrules. However, this model cannot explain why near-surface material depleted in an s-process carrier (or enriched in an r-process carrier) (i.e., the material that would become chondrules) preferentially melted or why the small portion of unmelted dust that escaped the target body (i.e., the material that would become the matrix) shows a complementary s-process enrichment (or r-process depletion). Instead, the impact should have induced complete melting at the immediate contact of the colliding bodies, meaning that every melt produced should have the same composition as the two bulk bodies (i.e., e 183 W ≈ 0). Finally, the W isotopic data are also inconsistent with the X-wind or similar models (7), which hypothesize that chondrules originated near the Sun and were then transported outwards by several astronomical units (AU) to fall back onto the protoplanetary disk where they mixed with primitive dust (i.e., the matrix). Because chondrules and matrix would have formed separately, these models have difficulties explaining why these two components exhibit W isotopic anomalies that correspond to the enrichment and a complementary depletion of a single presolar carrier. In principle, this complementary enrichment and depletion could reflect a heliocentric zoning of the presolar material carrying the nucleosynthetic W isotope anomalies; if chondrules then formed close to the Sun, they would consist of a different mix of nucleosynthetic components than the matrix that would have formed at greater heliocentric distance. However, two lines of evidence argue against this scenario. First, because the Earth and bulk meteorites all have very similar e 183 W (Fig. 1) , there is no evidence for a heliocentric zoning of W nucleosynthetic components. Thus, materials formed at different heliocentric distances inherited very similar mixes of nucleosynthetic W components. Second, chondrules and matrix would need to be combined in just the right proportions to yield no 183 W anomaly in the bulk chondrite. However, there is no reason why random mixing of chondrules (with e 183 W up to ∼2.3) and matrix (with e 183 W down to ∼-1.5), which would have formed independently of each other and at different places in the solar nebula, should always result in the bulk inner solar system e 183 W of ∼0.
In contrast to the models discussed above, the W isotopic data are fully consistent with formation of chondrules through melting of dust, perhaps by shock waves (8, 9) or current sheets (10) . In these models, matrix represents the dust that did not melt during the heating events, implying that chondrules and matrix derive from one common reservoir of nebular dust. This finding is consistent with the W isotopic data, because the large and complementary e 183 W anomalies in chondrules and matrix require that these two components combined result in the average inner solar system e 183 W observed for bulk meteorites and terrestrial planets (Fig. 1 ). This observation is most readily explained by forming chondrules and matrix from one common reservoir characterized by e 183 W ≈ 0; in contrast, it would take extraordinary circumstances for a random mixture of isotopically anomalous chondrules and matrix derived from distinct sources to always result in the inner solar system e 183 W. Moreover, forming chondrules and matrix from one reservoir of nebular dust can also account for the observed isotopic complementarity, because within this reservoir, presolar dust grains could have been unevenly distributed between chondrules and matrix without changing the e 183 W of the bulk reservoir. The W isotopic data would be consistent with the heterogeneous distribution of either presolar metal or SiC grains between chondrules and matrix (for details, see Supporting Information). Thus, one possibility is that presolar grains were separated between chondrules and matrix according to their size or type (metal, silicates, oxides, sulfides). For instance, the matrix is enriched in metal compared with chondrules, and so it is conceivable that presolar metal grains were preferentially incorporated into matrix over chondrules. Alternatively, small presolar grains (e.g., SiC) may have been preferentially excluded from the dust aggregates from which chondrules ultimately formed. Another possibility is that the uneven distribution of presolar material between chondrules and matrix does not reflect the physical separation of grains but is attributable to incomplete melting during chondrule formation. Liquidus temperatures of chondrules are variable and for some if not many chondrules they were below the melting temperatures of SiC and refractory metals (27) . Thus, it is conceivable that temperatures during chondrule formation were too low to completely melt refractory presolar grains; these grains would then have been preferentially excluded from the melt that coalesced to form chondrules but would have been enriched in what became the matrix. Thus, the complementary nucleosynthetic isotope anomalies in chondrules and matrix could reflect the incomplete melting of a refractory s-process carrier during chondrule formation. In summary, there is no doubt that solar nebula processes could have led to the observed heterogeneous distribution of presolar matter between chondrules and matrix, even though the details of this process remain uncertain.
After their formation, no (or only very minor) amounts of either chondrules or matrix-both of which have large e 183 W anomalies-were lost; otherwise, the bulk chondrite would show a significant 183 W anomaly. To prevent this loss in a turbulent solar nebula, where small particles like chondrules would rapidly mix and homogenize (3), it is required that chondrules and matrix accreted rapidly to a chondrite parent body. This requirement is consistent with the distinct physical and chemical properties of chondrules from a given chondrite group, which also indicate that the accretion of chondrules and matrix was fast compared with the mixing timescale of the disk (3). Thus, chondrules from a given chondrite group should be characterized by very similar formation ages; this observation makes it possible to determine the time of chondrule formation using 182 Hf-182 W chronometry, because, owing to the low W contents of individual chondrules, only pooled chondrule separates can be analyzed with sufficient precision (Supporting Information). After correcting for nucleosynthetic e 182 W variations, chondrules and matrix define a Hf-W isochron corresponding to an age of 2.2 ± 0.8 Ma after CAI formation (Fig. 2B ). This age is significantly more precise and also younger than a recently reported Hf-W age of -1.2 ± 3.0 Ma after CAIs for Allende chondrules (18) . This discrepancy in ages arises from the improper correction of nucleosynthetic W isotope anomalies in the previous study, leading to spuriously old ages (for details, see the Supporting Information). Given the large number of chondrules and chondrule fragments analyzed (∼5,000), the Hf-W age of 2.2 ± 0.8 Ma after CAIs obtained here corresponds to the time at which most Allende chondrules formed. This finding is consistent with Al-Mg ages for individual chondrules from CV and other carbonaceous chondrites (refs. 28 and 29 and references therein), but it is more difficult to reconcile with the range of Pb-Pb ages from ∼0 to ∼3 Ma after CAI formation that has been reported for Allende chondrules (14) (Fig. S1) . If Allende chondrules indeed would have formed over such an extended period, then the Hf-W isochron, which is based on aggregates of many chondrules, would not necessarily have chronological significance and would at best provide an average age of chondrule formation. However, a prolonged formation interval for chondrules from a single meteorite is inconsistent with the need for rapid accretion of chondrules and matrix to preserve the inner solar system e 183 W of bulk chondrites (see above). This observation suggests that the Pb-Pb ages reported for Allende chondrules not always reflect the time of chondrule formation or, alternatively, that only a very few Allende chondrules formed as early as CAIs. Either way, the W isotopic data indicate that the vast majority of Allende chondrules formed at ∼2.2 Ma after CAIs and within a narrow time interval of less than ±0.6 Ma (i.e., the uncertainty deriving solely from the scatter on the isochron). As such, our data argue against the recent proposal that the formation of chondrules reflects ∼3 Ma of continuous thermal processing of solids in the solar accretion disk (14) . Finally, because chondrules and matrix accreted rapidly to their parent body, the Hf-W age of 2.2 ± 0.8 Ma after CAI formation closely approximates the time of CV chondrite parent body accretion, in excellent agreement with an accretion age of ∼2.5 Ma after CAIs inferred from Mn-Cr dating of secondary fayalite in CV chondrites (30) .
The W isotopic evidence for the formation and subsequent rapid accretion of chondrules and matrix from a single reservoir of nebular dust suggests a close link between chondrule formation and planetesimal accretion. Such a link has previously been proposed based on the observation that the moderately volatile element sodium did not evaporate from chondrule melts, implying that chondrules formed in regions with high solid densities; these regions may have been self-gravitating, ultimately resulting in the accretion of planetesimals (3, 31) . These observations combined with the W isotope evidence for rapid accretion of chondrules indicate that chondrule formation not only was associated with strong enrichments of dust but also led to the accumulation of dust to planetesimals, implying that chondrule formation was a critical step toward the formation of planetesimals.
Materials and Methods
For the present study, we analyzed three matrix and six chondrule separates, which were prepared by freeze-thaw disaggregation or by sieving and handpicking from a gradually crushed ∼40-g slice of the Allende (CV3) chondrite (for details, see the Supporting Information). The chondrule fractions differ in grain size as well as magnetic susceptibility and comprise between 155 and ∼3,000 chondrule fragments and intact chondrules. Additionally, two different bulk rock samples of Allende ("MS-A" and "MS-B") were analyzed several times during the course of this study. After digestion of the powdered samples (0.3-0.5 g) with HF-HNO 3 (-HClO 4 ) and HNO 3 -HCl mixtures, small aliquots were taken to determine Hf and W concentrations by isotope dilution (ID). The separation of W from the unspiked aliquot for isotope composition (IC) analyses was achieved using a two-stage anion exchange chromatography, and the high-precision W isotope measurements were performed on the Thermo Scientific Neptune Plus multicollector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICP-MS) in the Institut für Planetologie at the University of Münster (for details, see the Supporting Information). The data are reported as e-unit deviations (i.e., 0.01%) relative to the bracketing solution standards and were corrected for instrumental mass bias by internal normalization to 
